Anti-Globalization Movement

Down
1 dramatic, aka militant
2 related to large business
3 the common consequence of actions
4 relating to a system in which one country
rules another
5 the finishing school for socialization
7 dance, etc.
10 someone said, people w ho value this over
their principles soon lose both
12 referring to the whole world
14 when cops hide in plain sight
15 calm ness
16 the kind of meeting in Seattle in 1999
19 small, in German
20 a large crowd of denigrated people
22 groups of physiologically or anatomically
related organs or parts
24 all the exciting or im portant events that
happen in a locale
26 the author of "never before have people
been so infantalized, made so dependant on
the machine for everything..."
28 coffee shop w ith rapacious tendencies and
fragile w indow s
30 the jail-prone
33 Tolstoy said, everyone thinks of doing this to
the world, but not of doing it to them selves

Across
6 a statem ent of serious disagreement
8 variations within a group
9 w ay too oligarchical organization
10 the iron fist in the iron glove
11 w h at you w ant when you plug in your phone
12 Carlo's infamous city
13 a desire for a future event
17 getting ready to go into action
18 in capitalism, means "be able to"
21 below the blades
23 the city that named an era
25 the transparent part of some businesses
27 these were repped in Seattle by people in
costume
29 the most im m ediate propaganda form
31 can be exchange, can be business
32 marginalization
34 started in Germany, now it's everywhere
35 young 'uns
36 to instruct
37 not exactly like the ones in the so-called
wild w est
38 low-tech ranged weapons
39 fight
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